Part 3
Why public accountability is important

Figure 3
Important factors in trusting or not trusting public organisations – responses to
our 2012 survey
Most responses related to the attributes of reliability and honesty.
Responses that related to
competence

Responses that related
to reliability

Responses that related to
honesty

“skilled personnel”

“checks are in place”

“corruption” or “not corrupt”

“past performance”

“wasting money”

“public servants are well
intentioned”

“poor decision-making”

“bureaucracy”

“politically neutral”

“red tape”

“people/bodies with their own
agenda”
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The focus by the public on honesty was also highlighted at a 2018 Audit
New Zealand client update, where the Deputy Auditor-General asked a group
of public officials “What was more damaging to public trust and confidence –
poor performance or poor behaviour?” Of the 191 respondents, 176 said it was
poor behaviour.

3.14

These simple examples suggest that, for a public accountability system to
be effective, it should demonstrate all three attributes. Focusing on only one
attribute is not enough to build and maintain public trust and confidence.

How public accountability maintains public trust and
confidence
3.15

How much trust and confidence the public has in the public sector depends
on many factors and not just the effectiveness of the public accountability
system. However, the public sector has a particular ability to influence the
public accountability system and shape how it operates in practice. It plays a
fundamental part in how the public sector helps to maintain public trust and
confidence.
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Figure 4 shows how honesty, competence, and reliability improve public trust and
confidence. Greiling reminds us that this is not just a one-way relationship, and
that some trust is a necessary prerequisite for effective public accountability to
take place.58
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